Abstract. Cortical folding patterns are believed to be good predictors of brain cytoarchitecture and function. For instance, neuroscientists frequently apply their domain knowledge to identify brain Regions of Interests (ROIs) based on cortical folding patterns. However, quantitative mapping of cortical folding pattern and brain function has not been established yet in the literature. This paper presents our initial effort in quantification of the regularity and variability of cortical folding pattern features for working memory ROIs identified by taskbased fMRI, which is widely accepted as a standard approach to localize functionally-specialized brain regions. Specifically, we used a set of shape attributes for each ROI base on multiple resolution decomposition of cortical surfaces, and described the meso-scale folding pattern via a polynomial-based approach. We also applied brain atlas label distribution as a global-scale description of ROI folding pattern. Our studies suggest that there is deep-rooted regularity of cortical folding patterns for certain working memory ROIs across subjects, and folding pattern attributes could be useful for the characterization, recognition and prediction of ROIs, if extracted and applied in a proper way.
Introduction
The relationship between brain anatomy and its function has been of keen interest for years. Extensive neuroscience research suggests that the cortical folding process and axongenesis process are closely coupled [1] . Since the structural connectivity pattern has been shown to be good predictor of function [2] , it is reasonable to believe that cortical folding is a good predictor of brain function as well. For instance, the cortical folding patterns are shown to be good predictors of the brain cytoarchitecture [3] . However, quantitative mapping of cortical folding pattern and brain function has not been adequately studied yet in the literature. The accomplishment of such a goal entails the availability of both quantitative cortical folding pattern descriptors and accurate localizations of functionally-specialized brain regions.
This paper presents our initial effort in quantitative mapping of the relationship between cortical folding patterns and brain function, particularly in quantification of the regularity and variability of folding pattern features for working memory ROIs. First, we identify brain regions involved in the working memory system by using task-based fMRI. Then, we introduce two groups of descriptive cortical folding pattern features for these ROIs in multiple scales. One is to present the global-scale folding pattern by using the widely used MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) atlas labels. Another is to present the meso-scale folding pattern by using the recently published polynomial models [4] . Compared with other folding pattern descriptors [5, 6, 7] , the advantages of the polynomial model not only lie in its meso-scale view which is more suitable for ROIs, but also its compactness for describing the symmetric shape patterns and its soundness for classifying the cortical shapes into eight primitive folding patterns [8] . To effectively extract folding pattern features for the ROIs, the cortical surface is decomposed into multiple resolutions [7] and attributes are generated on the multi-resolution surfaces. In order to assess the regularity and variability of the shape attributes for each ROI in the working memory network, we performed a set of statistical and computational analysis for ROIs within a population. The experimental results show that there exists deep-rooted regularity of cortical folding patterns for certain ROIs. Finally, we performed ROI prediction based on the extracted multi-scale folding attributes, and our results show that only certain ROIs with consistent folding patterns across individuals can be predicted accurately. 
Methods

Overview
The flowchart of the proposed algorithmic pipeline is outlined in Fig. 1 . The folding pattern of human cerebral cortex is a multi-scale concept [9] . Hence, we extract shape features for each ROI base on both folding patterns of multi-resolution surfaces and MNI atlas labels, and then assess the regularity and variability of these features. The cortical surface reconstructed from DTI data [10] is decomposed into multiresolutions by the spherical wavelet algorithm approach [7] . The volumetric working memory ROIs were obtained from task-based fMRI, and then are mapped onto the reconstructed surface, as well as other decomposed multi-resolution surfaces. Then, the folding patterns of the ROIs are computed by the polynomial models [4] , and the feature vectors of each ROI is then obtained and analyzed via the methods illustrated in Fig. 1 separately. Finally, ROI prediction based on these folding pattern features is performed and a PCA (principal component analysis) model is introduced to constrain the spatial relationship among ROIs.
Data Acquisition and Pre-processing
Seventeen healthy students were recruited to participate in this study. Each participant performed a modified version of the OSPAN task (3 block types: OSPAN, Arithmetic, and Baseline) while fMRI data was acquired. DTI scans were also acquired for each participant. FMRI and DTI scans were acquired on a 3T GE Signa scanner. Acquisition parameters are as follows: fMRI: 64x64 matrix, 4mm slice thickness, 220mm FOV, 30 slices, TR=1.5s, TE=25ms, ASSET=2; DTI: 128x128 matrix, 2mm slice thickness, 256mm FOV, 60 slices, TR=15100ms, ASSET=2, 3 B0 images, 30 optimized gradient directions, b-value=1000. Each participant's fMRI data was analyzed using FSL FEAT. Individual activation map reflecting the OSPAN (complex span) contrast was identified. Totally, 15 activated ROIs were recognized and applied for this study (Table 1) . These ROIs were mapped on the cortical surface and on the corresponding decomposed surfaces, as shown in Fig. 2 . The size of ROI is defined by the number of neighborhood vertex rings, which is set as 5 in this paper. 
Multi-scale Surface Decomposition
In this paper, the over-complete spherical wavelets algorithm [7] is applied to decompose the original cortical surface reconstructed from DTI data into a cascade of 7 lower resolutions (Fig. 2) . The lower the resolution is, the smoother and less convoluted the surface will be. In this spherical wavelet transform process, a set of wavelet coefficient samples on the subdivided icosahedron grid are obtained from the input shape described as a set of mesh vertices, which corresponds directly to the resolution level of the spherical wavelet transform. After the transformation, each vertex has a set of wavelet coefficients representing its position in lower resolutions. The total number of vertices and the indices of vertices do not change during this decomposition process [7] . Thus, the correspondence of a vertex remains in all resolutions, which is illustrated by the same ROI colors in Fig. 2 . More details of the over-complete spherical wavelets algorithm are referred to [7] . 
Folding Pattern Descriptors
Meso-Scale Attributes Based on Polynomial Folding Descriptors
Based on the above surface decomposition, the folding pattern attributes of each ROI are extracted on multi-resolutions, respectively. To compute the folding pattern of a surface patch, a parametric folding descriptor using polynomials [4] is applied:
where, a and b describe the mirror symmetric components of the patch along x axis and y axis respectively, while c and d represent the rotational symmetric components [4] . Then, a model-driven method similar to that in [4] is applied to classify the combination of the symmetric components into eight primitive patterns of peak, pit, ridge, valley, saddle ridge, saddle valley, flat, and inflection [8] . The attribute vector of ROI on each surface resolution is defined as the normalized histogram of eight patterns within ROI. Thus, there is an 8-dimensional attribute vector for each ROI on each resolution of surface representation. Hence, we have a 64-dimensional mesoscale folding pattern attribute vector for each ROI.
Global-scale Folding Attribute Based on MNI Labels
The HAMMER tool [12] was used to label the cortical surface into MNI labels. Then, the global-scale attribute vector of ROI based on MNI atlas labels is defined as the normalized histogram of MNI labels within each ROI as follows.
, ,
where is the number of vertices with MNI label within ROI . The size of the vector is dependent on the combination of MNI label within an ROI.
Folding Pattern Feature Analysis
The cosine similarity has been widely applied as a measurement of similarity between feature vectors, and is adopted here. Denote as ROI #m of subject p and as the attribute vector of , the average similarity between 2 ROIs m and n is defined to measure the feature similarity for each ROI pair within a group as follows:
, ·
where N is the number of subjects. Considering the length of global-scale attribute can be different, when comparing the similarity between them, the attribute vectors are normalized to the same length. Elements that represent certain MNI labels are viewed as the weights of attribute vector in certain direction. For those elements not shared between attributes, they are set to zero in order to unify the length of attribute vectors.
ROI Prediction
An ROI prediction framework is developed based on the cortical folding features described above. Before performing the ROI prediction, all of the subjects are aligned to the same template space (a randomly selected subject in the dataset) by using the linear image registration algorithm FSL FLIRT [13] . Then, the ROI prediction is formulated and solved by minimizing the energy function defined below:
where internal term is the spatial constraint of ROIs' locations which regularizes the search of ROI in a certain space, and the external term describes the distance between folding pattern feature vectors, and trades off these two terms.
As there exists certain consistence in the spatial distribution pattern of ROIs, an ROI coordinate PCA model is introduced to constrain the spatial relationship among ROIs.
is defined as the reconstruction error when projecting the candidate ROIs into the sub-space represented by the PCA model. The external energy for one candidate group is formulated as:
where , are the distances between global and meso scale folding pattern feature vectors of candidate ROI #i and those in the training set, and β is the trade-off. The optimization is solved by search over the whole space.
Results
Meso-scale Folding Pattern Analysis
Quantitative assessments of the regularity and variability of the folding pattern attribute vectors for each ROI are summarized in Fig. 3 . It is evident in Fig. 3(a) that the meso-scale attributes of certain ROIs including ROI #1, #2, and #7, are less variable in that the first principal components can account over 85% of the variances. However, the attributes of other ROIs, including ROI #6, have much more variability and the first principal components can only account for 68% of the variance. These results demonstrate that there is deep-rooted regularity of cortical folding patterns for specific working memory ROIs such as ROI #1 and #7 across subjects, and the folding pattern attributes could be potentially used as predictors of functional ROIs.
The similarities between attribute vectors of each pair of ROIs across 17 subjects were calculated in different resolution using the methods in section 2.5 and shown in Fig. 3(b) . It can be seen from Fig. 3(b) that, in the first and second resolutions of surface, the 'flat' folding pattern dominates over others and the attribute vectors are almost the same in these two resolutions. However, starting with the third resolution, the attribute vectors are much more distinctive among ROIs which indicates that the distinctiveness of folding pattern attributes of ROIs is dependent on the resolutions of surface representations. If we look at the diagonals in the matrices in Fig. 3(b) , some ROIs such as ROI #2, #3, #7, and #13, have higher similarity, while others such as ROI #5 and #11 have lower similarity. This result partly reflects the similar conclusion made by PCA analysis. An interesting finding in Fig. 3(b) is that ever since the fourth resolution, 4 dark lines can be obviously observed in the matrices, which are highlighted by blue arrow in Fig. 3(b.VIII) . As dark represents low similarity, it means that the attribute vectors of ROI #1 and ROI #10 are very different from those of other ROIs and share unique patterns. An intriguing fact is that these two ROIs are left and right insular respectively. We used a classifier based on the support vector machine (SVM) [11] to differentiate these two ROIs from the rest by the folding attributes. The classification test was performed in a leave-one-out fashion. We obtained a relatively high true positive rate of 85.29% in test and a low false negative rate of 2.26%. This promising result suggests that folding patterns can characterize certain brain ROIs (e.g., insular) and can provide distinctive morphological signatures for ROI recognition. 
Global-Scale Folding
The similarities of global-sc 17 subjects were calculate attribute of each ROI is sh ROIs such as ROI #2, #9, a such as ROI #15, are more and #9 are again more co pattern features, as shown i regularity and variability of 
ROI Prediction
We used 12 subjects from ROIs. Then, the prediction rest of 5 subjects (Fig. 4 distance between predicted fMRI, as shown in Fig. 4 (b the best for ROI #10 (a improved the initialized R error: 5.4 mm). This can b global-scale folding patter results of ROI #3 are bette and #17. This is partially c subjects, as highlighted b stratification of ROIs and g Pattern Analysis cale attribute vectors defined in Eq. (2) of each ROI acr ed using the methods in section 2.5. The similarity own in Fig. 3(c) . It can be seen from Fig. 3(c) that, so and #12, have higher similarities across subject while oth e variable across subjects. It is interesting that the ROI onsistent across subjects in terms of meso-scale fold in Fig. 3(a-b) . This result further indicates that the leve f functional ROI folding patterns is very ROI-specific.
The center of benchmark ROIs and predicted ROIs are presen pectively and connected by yellow line for each pair. ROI #3 w and red arrows accordingly. (b) Euclidean distances between k ROIs for 5 subjects. The horizontal axis indexes ROI. ROI good prediction result, in which the average error is 4.7 mm. m #1-#12 as training dataset to obtain the prior model framework described in Section 2.6 was performed on 4(a)). The prediction result was measured by Euclid d ROI and the benchmark ROI provided by task-ba b). Among all of these 15 ROIs, the prediction accurac average prediction error: 4.7 mm), which significan ROI positions by linear registration (average initializat be explained by the relatively consistent meso-scale rns for ROI #10 across subjects. Though the predict er for subjects from #14 -#16, but worse for subjects # caused by the uniqueness of global scale features of th by red arrows in Fig. 3(b) . This result suggests t subjects into sub-groups based on their folding patte Fig. 3 .
It should be noted that although our ROI prediction results in Fig. 4 are preliminary, it suggests the possibility of using folding patterns to predict certain functional ROIs without the availability of task-based fMRI data. In many clinical applications in which there is no task-based fMRI data available, it would be very helpful to accurately predict certain functional ROIs based only on the folding pattern features that can be extracted from widely available structural MRI data.
Conclusion
We presented a novel framework to assess folding patterns of ROIs that are identified by working memory task-based fMRI. The regularity and variability of these attributes have been assessed within and across ROIs, as well as within and across subjects. The major conclusions of our work are as follows. (1) There are deep-rooted regularities of cortical folding patterns for specific working memory ROIs, e.g., insular, across subjects. However, the intrinsic relationship between the regularity of cortical folding patterns and brain connectivity and function remains to be elucidated in the future. (2) Folding pattern attributes, if extracted and applied in a proper way, could be very useful for the characterization, recognition and prediction of brain ROIs, e.g., ROI #10 of insular in the working memory network in Fig. 4 . In the absence of fMRI data, this ROI prediction capability based on widely available MRI data could be helpful in localizing functional brain regions in clinical applications.
